Libra ry lack s
multicultural
materials
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BY MIKE LEVINE

Becky Gerber sues Colb y
for gender discrimination
BY WHITNEY GLOCKNER AND
LAURA PAVLENKO

StafTWriter

At a recent meeting of the Campus Community Committee (CCQ, Josh Woodfork
'97 raised the issue of multicultural holdin gs
in Miller Library. Woodfork cited a dearth of
holdings in this area as an example of a difference between Colby's official policy on diversity and its actual application of the policy.
Materials needed for research on
multicultural issues have been inadequate ,
said Woodfork. He said that the library does
nothaveenoughfundamentalmateiialsavailable to a student wanting to research minorities or ethnicities. The library should reflect
that the school is focused on diversity, he
said . Althou gh a more extensive collection is
available using interlibrary loan, the time it
takes to receive materials is too long, he said .
On average , it takes four days to get a book
throu gh this
system,
according to the library
:v
:;
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News Editor and Editor-in-Chief

courses in the classroom , conducted the orchestra (which is considered an additional
class), sponsored several composition independent studies students and fulfilled his
function as department chair. Hallstrom said
department chairs usuall y reduce their class
load by one, but he taught his normal load
during the 1991-92 academic year.
In an interview with The Colby Echo, a
campus source said that Gerber received no
unqualified votes of support from the music
department tenure committee. The committee was made up of four people: Hallstrom ,
Professorof MusicPaulMachlin ,retired music
faculty member Dorothy Reuman and former
ChairaftheWomen 'sStudies Pro gram Debra
Campbell . Gerber appointed Camp bell as an
independentmemberofthedepartment committee, according to Hallstrom.
Gerber said she considers the department
vote irrelevant to her claim of sex discrimination. Gerber said she received three votes
h i^^
from the College's Promotion and Tenure
Committee.
President William Cotter said since the
tenure decision, not one student or faculty
member has approached him to dispute
Gerber 's tenur e status.

On Dec. 13, 1993, former Colby Assistant
Music Professor Becky Gerber filed a sexual
discrimination suit in Federal Court against
Colby College. Gerber claims she was treated
unfairly while at Colby and that she was
denied tenure on the basis of her sex. Shefiled
charges after a two day fact finding conference with the Maine Human Rights Commission.
Gerber said she feels that while at Colby
she was treated unfairly on the basis of her
sex. She was required to teach between six
and eight courses per year , while the male
professors in the music department each
taught no more than five courses per year,
according 'to her statement of facts regarding
Echo p hoto by Chut Wertheim
Becky Gerber,
the case. Gerber also claims that she was
Gerber also claims that she was treate d
required to teach more new courses and
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The library receives and purchases new male professor in the department.
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materials often, but there is no area specififessors received credit for work on other
,
Jonathan Hallstrom chair of the music
cally devoted to multicultural items, accord- department , said he does not feel that Gerber
musical programs. In her last tjy o years, she
ing to Francis Parker , assistant director of was academically overloaded. In the Fall 1991
received one credit hour for her work, when
public services. Usually, only materials on semester , the semester in which Gerber was
other professors received two or three for
demand forspedfic multicultural coursestud- considered for tenure , Hallstrom taught three
see GERBER on page 6
ids are brought into the library.
Park er is the bibliographer for AfricanAmerican studies and American studies in
the library. She is pleased over the concern
that Colbycould put the property to
BY KRISTIN FRENCH
about the library 's collecti on and is "will ing
use," he said . Hume 's house and
Staff Writer
and anx ious" to help refbcus it. However,
land are located on Snow Pond in
faculty and students need to recommend the
Located just 15 minutes away Sidney.
new items that the library should acquir e to
In 1989, Hume 's first donation
f r o mcamp us, the Hume Center is a
help all evia te t his problem, she said .
stora ge shed for the crew team, a to the Collegewas a camp where a
Parker said tha t due to new methods of
placewhere students can take wood- faculty member could live rent-free
researching materials in the library, such as
work ing and metalworking J an for the summer in exchange for
the Expanded Academic Index, studen t s ave
Plans , and a recrea t ional area f or something beneficial to the campus,
easily f inding i tems which t hey would not
such as a book or a piece of artwork.
students and faculty.
havefound in the past. This could account for
Hume sa id he and his wif e have
The Center's f ounder, Dr. Alan
the library 's apparen t weakness in some arHume , medical direct or of heal t h been avid supporters of the crew
eas.
services a t Colby, f irst though t of team f or f iveyears, and have buil t a
One ''multicultural "resource the Library
dona ting some of his proper t y to boat shed for it.
isconsidering pvuxhasingisE thnkNewswatch
,
"The most f un is watching the
the College in 1980. For 10 years,
a CD-ROM database.It isa full-text compilapre-med students stayed at his evolution of the crew team, f rom a
tion of newspapers and pub lications of the
house during the summers. The small club to a team with over 60
minority and ethnic press. Not sur prisingly ,
students worked with Hume in his people," he said.
however, the major obstacle preventing acFor three years, the Hume Cenofftce to experience themedical proquis it ion of Ethnic Newswatchis a lack of
funds. CCC created a subcommittee to adEchophotoby J en Atwood fession and helped him with yard ter has also beena host for the woodworking and me t alworking
work.
dress t he library's collect ion, chaired by Sara Dr *Alan Hum *'*propertyit ultilizmd by Colby
'This gave me the realization see HUME on p age 4
Ferry *94. The committee has not yet met. ? rowerg, arthta , and faculty.

Hu me Center benef i ts both faculty and students

McPhet res and Hershe y bid fare well to Colby
BY JONATHAN CANNON
Asst. News Editor

The Dean of St ud en t s Off ice will

back t o writi ng," shesaid. "Myback- home. We'llbelivingin two places." watchin g students grow and de- sorts of things."
ground is in journalism. I'm going
to be a self-disciplined writer. "
Hershey has also worked in television news reporting and news pro duction.
After leaving Colby, she will
move t o It haca , New York , to live
with her husba nd, who is Direc t or
of Public Affairs at Cornell University. However , "We will be keeping

say farewell to two of its members
at the end of this semester as Associate Deans J oyce McPhetres and
Victoria Hershey leave Colby.
Hershey, who came to Mayflower Hill five yearsagoas Dean of
In tercui t ural Affairs , is leaving to
pursue her writing. "I' m going to go our house in Maine as a summer

"My major reason for leaving is
fatigue," said Hershey. "This area
of tryin g to develop a multi-racial
communi ty is very difficul t work.
This has been very stressful , and
there comes a time when you think
ifs time to go."
"Colby and Waterville are difficult places to live in/' Hershey said.
However , "I enjoy being with the
studen t s," she said. "I have enjoyed

velop."
Dean of Residential Life J oyce
McPhetres admits that she is "taking somewhat of a big risk " when
she leaves Colby this summer. "I
have no defini t e plans ," she said. "I
am in the process of looking for a
job, like the seniors. "
"It 's t ime," she said, "I t t ruly is
time to go and find different challenges elsewhere. I 'm looking a t all

"My goal is to stay in Waterville ,
and I prefer to stay in higher educat ion ," she said. Par t of her desire to
remain in t own st ems f rom t he f act
that her son is still in high school.
"Waterville is our community, " she
said, McPhe tres has been an administrator at Colby for 13 years.
However, McPhe t res does not
view her position as strictly that of
we DEANSon p age 12

Newly-tenured professors
David Bourgaize, a chemistry professor, is another of the five
faculty members:to receive tenure at the January
meetingof the Trustees.
Since coming to Colby in 1988, Bourgaize has
begun research in the developmental biology field.
He described his research as the study of how cells
with the same genetic information change and develop into different cells he said he plans to continue
work on the project for a very long time.
Off Mayflower Hill, he enjoys spending time
with his wife and two small children, aged 2 and 4. Katie, the 4-yearold, enjoys drawing on the chalkboard and entertaining her father's
class during review sessions. Bourgaize spends his few remaining
spare moments rem&deling his house,woodworking,or with his wife.
Bourgaize also enjoys photography. (G.R.)
FernandoGouvea of the math and computer science department is
not your average mathematician.
When he is not teaching, working with senior
scholars,or spending time with his family,he enjoys
readingsciencefiction novels,and although he won't
say who his favorite author is, he particularly likes
Gene Wolfe. Gouvea does researchinnumbertheory,
and he is presently working in collaboration with
three different people on three different papers. In
the course of his career, he came to know Andrew
Wiles, who may have proved a revolutionarymath theory. Gouvea has
given several lectures on the theory in the United States and Canada.
Gouvea was born and raised in a large city in Brazil and came to the
United States when he attended Harvard for graduate school. He
continued to movearound after receivinghis degree,first back to Brazil
to teach for three years and then to Queens University in Canada for
oneyear. He then came to Colby and said he loves thecold weatherand
the relative tranquillity of a small town, although he does occasionally
rniss the. big city. (G.R.)
Joylynn Wing, an English and performing arts professor, takes her
family and her job very seriously.
Besides teaching, she directs plays here at Colby
and other local theaters. Her most recent play was
TopGirls,which was performed at Colby last fall. She
described the cast as a "dream" and said she was
very pleased with the outcome.
The play she said she enjoyed directing the most
was Cloud 9, a play about British colonialists in their
own time and their experiences when they are suddenly transported to present day America. This setting obviously
creates many issues to deal with. Oneof the most obvious is sexuality,
and this aspect is accentuated in cross-gender casting. The playwright
did this because he wantedto reveal the unconscious assumptionswe
all make, according to Wing.
'Teachinghere is a gift ,"said Wing,and although she doesn't know
how long she'll be here, she is very happy right now, she said.
Outside of her teaching and acting career she has a family. Her
daughter is 15and her son is 2. She says they take up most of her time,
but when she can find a free moment, she likes to garden.
"Does anyone know how tp grow tomatoes in the Maine winter
without a greenhouse?" she asked. (G.R.)

Seniors vote at class dinner
Seniors votedto select their FacultySpeaker,Condon Medal recipient, and Gass Speaker at last Thursday's Senior Class dinner.
The following faculty members had been nominated to speak at
commencement: Professor of English Cedric Bryant, Professor of
Governmen t An thony Con-ado, Associate Professor of Economics
David Findlay, Associate Professor of Biology Paul Greenwood, Associate Professor of American Studies David Lubin,Chair of the Governmen t Depart ment Calvin MacKenzie, Associate Prof essor of English
Phyllis Mannocchi,Professor of Economics Cli fford Reid, Professor of
Government Kenneth Rod man, and Visiting Instructor of Sociology
and Women's Studies Sarah Willie.
The Condon Medal is awarded to a graduating student for outstanding service to the Colby community The following students were
nominated for the Condon Medal: Elliot Barry, John Grady, Bonnie
Johnson, Marinel Mateo,Jess Matzkin, Ten / Meehan, Katie Morrison,
Jessie Newman, Kebba Tolbert and Melissa Wilcox.
The following stud ents havo been nominated for Senior Speaker:
Eric Belenky, Bill Bush, John Grady, Josctte Huntress, Kcndra King,
John Mitchell, Ka ti e Morr ison, Ph il Polski, Ed Ram irez an d Kebba
Tolbert.
Seniors voted on the three issues at their class dinner last Thursday.
The results will not be known until commencement day in May. (L.F.)

Correction

An article In last week's Echo mistakenly referred to the Jewish
holidayChanukahas beingcelebrated "instead of Christmas."Thetwo
are unrela ted; Chanukah commemorates the first re-taking of the
Temple in Jerusalem from the Syrians in 165 B.C.E. Its only relation to
Christmas is that both holidays occur in the same month.

Post - Commun ism
accord ing to Jane Gurry
BY EMILY CHAPMAN
StaffWriter

Jane Curry, an associate professor of government who recently arrived
fromOlifornia ,is
an expert on the
ex-Communist
Bloc countries.
Her knowledge
¦
comes from exJane Curry
tensiVefirst-hand
experience.
"I went to Poland sort of accidentally in 1967," she said. While
studying Russian as a college student, her choices for going abroad
were either a sports camp in Russia
or a stay with a family in Poland.
"In those days you couldn't talk
to people in the Soviet Union the
way you could do things in Poland," Curry said. She chose the
family and liked it so much that "I
think I've been back 15 times since
then... I think I lost count."
In 1969-70 she returned as the
first undergraduate on a Fulbright
scholarship to be sent to a Communist country. Her original research
then was on Polish journalists, and

at the time, everyone was so unhappy with the conditions of the
country that people were willing to
talk.
"I was kind of like a therapist,"
she said. Many of these people became her friends and, later, high
government officials in the last days
of Communism.
"I not only studied in Poland,
but I had a good time,and I knew all
these people, and I knew them personally/' Curry said.She has taken
all threeof her children with her to
Poland,and they often stay with the
mother of her original host family.
Thechildrenattended Polish schools
and do not realize that it's unusual
for them to speak a foreign language, Curry said.
Curxy'srecent research hasdealt
with the rude realitiesof post-Communist life and how it has led some
people to turn back to the old leaders.
"1 got interested in the fate of
Communists and the so-called left
[in Poland] and started interviewing post-Communist leaders," she
said. "In the last election Iheld last
falll they won." Before that, Communists thought they had lost completely,but now the people Curry is

studying have turned into the victors.
Curry has worked for the
HelsinkiWatchCommissionin New
York City as a human rights monitor,and also for the Human Rights
Commission in San Jose,California .
Until this month, she was teaching
at Santa Clara University. While
employed there she returned to Poland to teach political science.
Aside from teaching, Curry has
written a cookbook titled Cooking
With Kids,and enjoys gourmet cooking and horseback riding. She collectsantiques,cookbooks,and "stuff
from Eastern Europe." And, she
added, "it takes a lot of time to be a
mom."
On her decisionto come to Colby,
Curry said, "I went to Vassar and 1
really liked this kind of education.
It's what I want for my kids. I'm
morean East Coast typethan a West
Coast type." She said she likes the
students and the community, that
the close faculty/student relationship was what she missed most at
Santa Clara.
"Ihaven't found a ny thing I don't
like (about ColbyJ," she said . "It
doesn't even seem thatoutrageously
cold." Q

Stu-A to tackle advisors and vans
BY KIM MARSHALL
Contributing Writer

Student Association President
Marinel Mateo '94 and
y Vice President Bonnie Johnson 94 will focus
on two projects in particular this
semester, reshaping the advising
system and taking theburden out of
borrowing Colby vans.
The Peer Academic Links program (PAL's) is getting a test run in
Taylor this year, said Johnson,
thanks to the efforts of Dean Mark
Serdjenian, Professor of Religion
Thomas Longstaff, Taylor faculty
associates who instituted this "student mentor" program, and seniors
Jen Zwick '94 and Erin Crossland
'94, who are serving as student advisors.
The program affords new students the chance to turn to upperclass advisors for help with issues
such as course selection and stud y
abroad, said Johnson. The upper-
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class advisors would act as supplements to the faculty advisors,and in
the future, would also serve as links
between students and advisors to
make communication easier.
Johnson said she is also investigating changing the selection of faculty advisors. She and Mateo are
looking into eliminating non-teaching faculty as advisors and replacing them with teaching faculty not
currently serving in this capacity.
"We'd like it if all teaching faculty had some advisees," said
Johnson.
Under the new proposal, senior
staff and Colbygraduatesemployed
by the College would be the only
non-teaching faculty ad visors. Continuity is*main goal, said Johnson.
She and Mateo would like students
to retain the sameadvisor for more
than one year and end the rotation
system some students experiencein
some majors.
The van loaning system also
needsattention,said Johnson.Clubs

needing to borrow one of Colby's
vans for transportation are finding
their budgets drained by the cost,
^and this limits possible club activities, she said. Mateo and Johnson
are working on subsidizing the cost
of using the vans. They are also
discussing the use of the vans as
affordable airport shuttles for students who live far from Maine,said
Johnson.
Other issues on the agenda f6r
this semester include the possible
addition of a stone inscribed with
various religious symbols to
Lorimer Chapel. This was offered
as a solution to the controversy©ver
the cross which has been approved
by PresidenfsCouncilbutstillneeds
a faculty approval, said Johnson.
Also in the planning stages is another FreeYour Mind, a forum on
the room draw system, a wine tasting event and continued "Coffee
Talks" with Mateo and Johnson in
the street of the library,according to
Mateo and Johnson. ?
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Students rouse camp us acti vism
BY DAVID HOLTZMAN
Features Editor

The year following the election
of President Clinton hasbeenaquiet
one politically, but a few students
are fighting apathy and asking for
action on specific issues affecting
Maine, thenation, and the world.
Certain groups have been meeting regularly since September.
Among these are the Women's
Group, Environmental Action, and
AmnestyInternational.Others,like
the Colby Democrats, have not organized, but some members have
been working on behalf of Maine
gubernatorial candidates. The Coalition for PoliticalAction,whichhas
been on-again, off-again for several
years, is bade
"Colby students have trouble
getting involved with Maine politics," said Lee Awbrey '94, who
helped bring Dick Barringer, an independent candidate for governor,
to campus last week.Barringer calls
himself the "progressive environmental candidate," and he has held
high positions under three previous

governors.
Meanwhile,thieestudentsdrove
around Waterviileon thefirst weekend of the term,seeking support for
TomAllen,aformerPortland mayor
running for governor as a Democrat.Theyputup signs encouraging
students to attend the Democratic
caucus, held Sunday at Waterville
High School, The caucus is to elect
delegates to the state convention at
Augusta in June.
Jason Oberfest '94 is concerned
with what's happening outside the
United States. In the fall of 1992 he
started a chapter of Amnesty International here.The group writes letters "impartially; on behalf of prisoners of conscience—anyone who
has not had a trial and has not used
or advocated violence," he said.
"I thought it wasappallingthere
wasn't Ian Amnesty clubl in an academic place like Colby," said
Oberfest. "It'ssuchaneasygroup to
get going, and I really believe what
wedoiseffective."Hesaid theColby
group, with 15 to 20 "hard-core"
members,rarelyhears from thegovernments they writeto,but on occa-

sion Amnesty will write to say that
a countryhas agreed to offer a trial.
Anothergroup that meets regularly is the Women's Group. Hollis
Rendleman 94, one of three leaders, said Feminist Fortnight, now
planned for early March, will be a
chance for womento gobeyondjust
meeting or putting up signs.
"Peopleare willingto talkabout
things, but not to go beyondthat,"
she said. "That's basically the only
level that Colby can handle. Otherwise,people would try to stifle"the
discussion. A main objective of the
first issueof NewMoon Rising,published last fall, was to expand that
discussionbeyondtheprivaterealm,
she said.
Colby is a politically apathetic
place,patheticallyso,"saidOberfest
"But thereis a good group who do
care. It's secondary to me if people
actually work with [the Amnesty
clubl." He said an average petition
drive on campus garners some 450
signatures.
Oberfest said he hopes to take
part in International Women's
Rights Day in March to draw atten-

aliowingfor skatingand broomball.
Freebeverages,including hotchocolate and beer, will also be served.
Students can warm up and eat
snacks around a fire there as well.
Followingthe party at the pond,
three comedians will appear in the
Spa. Bobby Kelly, Robbie Prince,
and SteveKimbrough,all from Boston,willbegin their foutinesat 11:30
p.m. "We're going to try to have a
late night program," said Raffetto.
"Wehope to warm up people in the
Spa."
Saturday will feature an all-campus barbecuein frontof Averill.The
dining halls will be closed for lunch
then. "Our honest intent is to promote school spirit," said Raffetto.
'The more people we have in a central location, there is potentially
more enthusiasm."
Followingthecookout,there will
beasnowsculpturecontestbetween
the classes,with judging at 3:30. The
winning class will receive a class
dinner.
Also, "there will be individual

competitions,including the human
bobsled,"said Raffetto,"butthebiggest thing is the sculptures."
Other competitionswill include
tug of war,dog sled races,and a foot
race up the chapel lawn. Prizes includepasses to Railroad SquareCinema and gift certificates to
Jorgensen's.
On Saturday night, things will
warm up withtheRayBoston Beach
Party in the Student Center. This
will be a free, non-alcoholic event,
featuririgmiriiaturegblf,swimming
pools, tanning lights and "plenty of
sun," said Raffetto.
Sunday is Colby Day at
Sugarloaf/ USA. A coach bus will
be leaving from Robert's parking
lot at 8:30 a.m. and returning at 6
p.m. Students can sign up for the
bus at a table in the Student Center
Friday,when they can also sign up
for rentals or lessons. A refundable
$2 deposit is required for use of the
bus. Lift tickets will be available for
only $20 at Sugarloaf with a valid
Colby I.D.

Echo p hoto by Kat e Lawn

An Amnesty International meeting.
tion to the use of rape as a political of a local United Way. They raise
weapon in the Bosnian civil war. money for alternative groups that
The day will be celebratedas part of getoverlooked bythe mainstream."
Feminist Fortnight.When the Coali"I don't know if we'd be able to
tion for Political Action develops a get our message across," she said,
larger membership,Awbrey said,it "but I know a lot of people who
will work with Maine Share, "kind have a lot to say." ?

Winter Carnival : Colby's histori c cure for cabin fever
BY JONATHAN CANNON
Asst. News Editor

This weekend marks the return
of a Colby tradition, Winter Carnival. Commons leaders have scheduled a full slate of both on and offcam pus activities.
"It's a very old tradition we're
trying to re-institute," said Bryan
Raffetto '95, Johnson Commons
vice-president, "and it's gaining
momentum."
There are two good reasons to
participate in the activities, according to Raffetto. "Firstof all,it's free,
and,as well,it'san effort to promote
campus spirit," he said.
"I think it'll be a lot of fun," said
Tullio Nieman, director of Student
Activities. 'There's something for
everybody,both alcoholic and nonalcoholic programming. The students are getting together to make
this a success."
Theactivitiesbegin Friday night
with a party at Johnson Pond from
8-11 p.m. The pond will be cleared,

TEACH FOR AMERICA
People think
there are limits to what we can
do, tha t it 's out of our reach to
really change the way things are.
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Followingthe day on the slopes,
The Winter Carnival, once a
there will be another barbecue at staple of the Colby social scene,was
the base lodge, featuring the band resurrected three years ago after a
Papa Loves Mambo.
long hiatus,according to Raffetto. ?
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Echof i l ephoto
1952 Winter Carnival Queen Bar b Hilh poses with Tom
Crassman and Dick Haves on top of the winning snow sculpture.
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Water main breaks , leaving
students high and dr y

Powerbooks let students take work with them
BY DAVID HOLTZMAN
Features Editor

The Macintosh desktop computer, a necessity in recent years for
students whoneededauser-friendly
machine, is facing serious competition from the Apple Macintosh
Powerbook . a laptop that can be
operated anywhere—literally.
"It 's soconvenient ," said David
Barr *97. "I can sit on the can with it,
or take it wherever I want to go/'
Out of 192 computers sold to
first-years this year , 42 were
Powerbooks,accordingto Bill Pott le,
operations manager of the Colby
Bookstore. In an average week, he
said, salesof the laptops outnumber
those of ordinary Macintoshes four
to one.
"They are exciting because they
fit most people's needs," said Pottle.
"Most of them have a modem for
electronic mail, and the amount of
memory space is larger - 80 megabytes isthe minimum hard disk storage/'
Barr said hekeeps friends ' phone
numbers and his class schedule on
the Powerbook , readily available
when he needs them .The computer
even has the ability to send a fax
message. It comes with a printing
dock, so it can be easily attached to
a Stylewriter or LaserWrit er, Pottle
said.
The Powerbook is portable because it does not have to be plugged
in, but also because it is light and
small enough to be carried in one's
back pack. Molly Bracken '97 said

BY DAVID HOLTZMAN
Features Editor

UNIVERSITY OF MASSA-

CHUSETTS AT AMHERST

After occupying the Admission s
building for 15 hours , students
agreed to leaveearly Saturday morning when the school's chancellor ,
David K. Scott, agreed not to recommend a tuition increase, according
to the Feb. 14 Boston Globe.

BY WHITNEY GLOCKNER
News Editor

If things had notgoneback together
as easily as they came apart , water
servicecould have been cutoff much
longer , he said.
Service was lost to Foss,
Woodman, Mary Low, Coburn ,and
Dana, includingboth Foss and Dana
Dining Halls. President William
Cotter 's house was also without
water, according to Cheesman. Althoug h students were inconvenienced, the valve was fixed and
water service restored with as little
delay as possible, said Cheesman.
Although the leakmay have been
caused by thecold weather,thesame
culprit that caused the power failure last week, it is more likely that
the gasket on the valve was just old
and needed to be replaced , said
Cheesman.
"Our guys did a great job," said
Cheesman. "The y have had to do a
lot of work in very adverse conditions , and they deserve to be
thanked. " Q

A water main bre ^Jcleft the south
side of campus without water for
several hours last Friday. The leak,
which occurred in a valve in the 12
inch main water pipe leadin g into
campus , was discovered earl y Friday morning, accordin g to Associate Director of the Physical Plant
Gordon Cheesman.
The leak was caused by a loose
gasket ononeof the valves. Physical
Plant first dug up the pipe to see if it
would be possible to bypass the
faulty valve. However, PPD workers were unable to find any other
valvesto connect to, said Cheesman.
Echophotoby Robert Gold
As a last resort , the main was
SteveDorse '97 maximizes the portabilityof his Po werbookin shut,the pipesdrained and thevalve
a dorm lounge.
replaced. Physical Plant workers
tha t her dictionary is heavier.
"If I took my Powerbook to the carried out what could have been a
Many students bring their library, I'd definitely turn the sound disastrous operation with speed and
Powerbooks into Miller Library; the down, because it can be really an- accuracy, according to Cheesman.
popularly traded sound effects noying," said Bracken. Pottle said
found on Macintoshes take on a there are clear disadv antages to the HUME, continued from page 1
whole new life when they break the Powerbook. As it is unattached , it
silence of the library basement.
can be easily stolen or dropped. J an Plans. The metalworking class students.
Barr and his roommate were Many of the components are diffi- is taug ht by one of Hume's friends ,
Hume said faculty can now aronce asked to leave after they were cult to repair,and thecostsare steep; Doug Wilson, a blacksmith. Even ran ge with the Scheduling Office to
heard "shooting " each otheron their while the cheapest Powerbook goes after the January classes are over, use the tables , but guidelines for
computers. They had installed a for $1500, replacin g a screen costs students still come back to the cen- student use are still being deterprogram called Insanity on their $800, he said. The Macintosh Color ter on evenings or weekends to fin- mined by Earl Smith, dean of the
Powerbooks , which offers the Classic costs $1030;the next-cheap- ish old proj ects or start new ones, college.
sound s of various weapons being est Mac, the Quadra , is $2090.
Hume said .
"One of my main interests is seefired. They also havea videoof some
Pottle said he has found that
Recently, the College installed ing student s interact with the facof former vice-president Dan people who have Powerbooks use picnic tables on Hum e's property, ulty, and the other is that there is a
Quayle's more famous lines, and their computers more than those creatin ga recreational area for small place for recreation close by," said
the Ren and Stimpy theme song.
with ordin ary Macintoshes. ?
groups of people, either faculty or Hume. ?

Scott said, however, he would
reservethe right to reconsider if the
Massachusetts State Legislature
does not "adequately fund the university." He said any increase would
not exceed the cost of living.
100 students occupiedthe building between noon on Fri day and
3:30 a.m. Saturda y, protesting the
fact that tuition has incre ased 167
percent over the past six years, the
Globe said. It now costs $9,364 for
Massachusetts residents to atte nd
the school.

OBERLIN COLLEGE
Nancy Dye was named the 13th

president of Oberlin College at the
end of January, despite the fact she
had withdr awn her name from consideration two weeksearlier , according to the Feb.2 AmherstStudent.
Fund-raisin g and enrollment
problems figured heavily in the
school's choice, the Student article
said. Oberlin conducted a public
search process, soliciting input from
studen ts as well as faculty. Dyewas

favored by faculty because of her school's link to Internet earl y this
skill at cost-cuttin g, but students month, forcing Rice to shut down
appeared to prefer Ronald the link for a week.
Rosbottom,therunner-u pcandidate
The Chronicle of HigherEducafor being easier to talk to.
tio n reported that "crackers " were
A member of the presidential trying to gain access to United
search committee said Dye's with- States Defense Department infordrawal from the race had been the mation hidden in Rice's system.
result of "communications prob- The school' s computer services
lems."
administrators decided to shut
down the Internet connect ion to
ensure securit ywould be restored.
RICE UNIVERSITY
3,000 passwords on Rice's sysComputer hackers attempted to
infiltrate the Houston , Texa s, tem had to be chan ged.Q
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Kennebunk port Brewin g Company
Beer Tastin g
Thursday, Februar y24
6:00 p m -. 8:00 p .m.
Six Original Beers • Ho rs d 'oeuvres
Only Fifteen Dollars
Featuring
Blue Fin Stout
Shipyard Export Ale
Goat Island Light Ale Taint Town Pale Ale
Shipyard Winter Ale
Brown Moose Ale

87ME77
»

Buy your tickets in advance :
3 Days Save 15%
7 Days Save 35%
Buy your tickets 14 days in advance
J
200 miles or less...;....$19^
j
I
201-400 mi les;......f ....$39fift
|
**Buy 1tid^ (>w
J Get second ticketFREE for com
J
I
j

This tasting will bepresented by Alan Pugsley, Brewer , Brewer y
Consultant and chairman of Peter Austin and Associates. Alan has
participated in the design, installation and formulation of Geary*s
Brewery and the Kennebunkport Brewing company.
Accompanying Alan will be Bruce Forsley ,part owner of the
Silver Stre et Tavern and head of sales and marketing for
Kennebunkport Brewing company.
Please phone ahead to reserve your spot.

Serving New England' s Vacatlonlands
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I Telephone : 872-5000
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Get bff the Hill for a
Homecooked Breakfast at:

BONNIE'S DINER

BY JONATHAN CANNON
Asst. News Editor
Snopowbopound wasthe name
of thel967WinterCarniyal,according to theJan. 27,1967 Colby Echo.
"Snopowbo-pound" was the
word "snowbound" in "Op Language,"a part of the Op Art craze of
thetime."Why 'Op Art'?" thepaper
asked. "Because it's 'camp'."
The highlight of the weekend,
Feb. 17-19, 1967, was a concert by
famed entertainer DionneWarwick
in Runnals Union.
Folk singer Phil Dunkelbarger
also appearedin the Dana lounge.
The Echodescribed Dunkelbarger's
style"asdistinctiveand remarkable
as hisunusuallast name." Also,his
"repertoireismoreeclecticthanesoteric."
Also as part of the weekend, a
panel of Waterville civic leaders
choseJudy Mosedaleas the Winter
Carnival Queen. She represented
the ZetaPsifraternity,and wasrated

Golby Special - $3.45
^ ¦fx ^x_^V 2 Eggs Any Style,
^
^
^K
L. . ^== Homefries,Bacon,
x JR

Toast , and Coffee Cake

m%\\\m\mm\ \W

872-7712
Open Seven Days A Week
5:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

Benton A venue , Winslow

g-

Bear left after the winslow bridge- then 3 miles
j
ahead on the left
¦

¦

-^

"

a Metric Motors Inc\

^
X/ ^

fo reign car service J

We Service Foreign Cars...
• Brakes
• Exhaust Systems
-^-v a,
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FRIDAYS
-saga,^

(sophomores,jun iors)

(207) 873-1924

• French Language (up to 9 credits)
• French Civilization Course (3 credits)
• Independent Study Project (up to 4 credits)
Create an Independent Study Project in Your area of interest

^

(prio r approval of director necessary)

Non-Credit In ternships Possible
,

AGOLDJ L

$10.00 couple
2 HOURS UNLIMITED
B
US

T^pfzZA
w/ your

choice one topping!
($5.00 single 1/2 pizza)
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Want to know more?
Come to the
Colby in Dij on
Informational Meeting
February 21, 1994
5:00 PM
Robins Room (Roberts Union)
Buffet Supper Provided

rate and win cash and prizes !
It's fun!
l
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Program Includes:
*Homestay with specially chosen families
*Field trips and Excursions
*Animateurs & Animatrices

(Young French men & women who work with the program)

11p.m .to1a.m.
Bow l at regular

_- _l

*

available on Saturday night.
As part of the official activities,
fraternities held their own parties,
including a formal cocktail party on
Saturday afternoon.!-)

Fall 1994
announces a New Op t ion for
Upper- Class Students

SATURDAYS
***MEW**

11 p.m. -1 a.m.

in the 1982 Winter Carnival
on such criteria as poise, appearance, personality,and intelligence.
Other activities included skiing
on the ColbySlope, ice skatingand
snow sculpture. Sleigh rides were

Colb y in Dij on

• Maintenance Service
• Oil Changes and More!

130 Drumm ond Avenue , Waterville , Mai ne 0490 1

Echof i l e-photo
Hits snow $culpture of the Pink Panther won second p lace

Jar
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Mon. - Wed. 8am-9pm
Don 't dri ve, jus t call us for fas t delivery !
Thurs. 8am-10pm
07* Aftvi
Fri. & Sat. open 'til MIDNIGHT
°' °~ *°° '
215A College Avenue
|
Sun. 12pm-7pm
WE DELIVER KEG S AND CASES * WE WELCOME RETURNABLES !
PLEASE HAVE ID'S READY! !!
_

GERBER, continued
frontp age 1

similar work, she said. The only
other female professor to doa similar project in the music department
wasalso denied full credit, according to Gerber.
The Collegium was "unsuccessful" under Gerber's direction, according toa campussource. Gerber
said shebelievesthattheCollegium
was as successful then as it is now
under different direction.
Gerber said the performance review and tenure processes that she
was subjected to were more stringent than those to which any man
in the department was subjected.
Hallstrom*. disagrees. "There
was incredible attention to fairness," he said.
BothHallstromand Deanof Faculty RobertMcArthur said the musicdepartment wasa difficult work
environment due to personality
conflicts among faculty members.
"No one denies there were personality conflicts rife in the music department/' said McArthur.
"Our department hashada hard
time interpersonally for several
years," said Hallstrom, who was
untenured for four overlapping
years with Gerber. "I'm not sure
anyone had a harder time than another, but then again I'm a man."
Gerber said that Colby has no
safeguards to prevent discrimina•tion in the probationary period of
employmentor thetenure process.
"I find it ironic that academic
dishonesty is a serious offense for
students,"said Gerber, "butforprofessors to commit such acts in reviewing their own colleagues, it
appears that is not only tolerated,
but that Colby seems totally uninterested in eliminatingthis kind of
conduct from the review process."
"Colby's [tenure] process is very
stringent," said Hallstrom. "Colby
wants to be the best school it can
be."
Hallstrom described the tenure
process as "a black hole."
"You know about your evaluations, and you submit your personal statement," but the remaining materials,including letters from
students and collogues,are confidential unless the candidate is denied tenure, Hallstrom said.
This process is not unique to
Colby, according to Hallstrom.
"This is a process that is problematic everywhere."
Both Hallstrom and McArthur
agree that if a candidate is denied
tenure, the process is very open.
"Colby'ssystem is more open,provides more information than any
other institution I am aware of in
the United States/' said McArthur.
Gerber said that the music department in general has a problem
with sex discrimination.At the end
of 1991,theCollegeadministration
decided to give a gender workshop
to the music department faculty,
according to Gerber. She said she
was not sure whether or not the
workshop ever took place.
Neither McArthur nor Joan
Sanzenbacher, direc tor of special
programs , recall that a gender
workshop was specifically recommended for the music department
in 1991.
Gerber was denied tenure in
December 1991 and her request for
reconsideration was denied in February 1992. Gerber continued to
teach through June 1993.
Gerber employed the Maine
Human Rights Commission to investigate the matter. If the Commission had determined that she

had a case through their investigation, Gerber could have been represented by the Human Rights
Commission in subsequent legal
proceedings.
"[Colby] cooperated fully with
the [Maine Human Rights Commission ! investigation," said
McArthur.
Before the investigation was
complete, Gerber interrupted her

investigation and served Colby a
"right to sue letter" so she could
sue Colby independently, according to Gerber. Gerber said that the
time limit on the investigation was
running out and that the investigator was not going to have time to
take into consideration some importantevidence,sosheinterrupted
the investigation and served Colby
with a right to sue letter.

"Webelieve that weshould continue to see [the investigation]
through," said McArthur.
Neither Gerber nor the College
were able to comment on the de-.
tails of the case, which will go to
federal court in July 1994.
Gerber is seekingreinstatement
in her old job with fulljback pay
and status as a tenured professor ,
unspecified punitive damages,
- *
-¦

'Young People's Art Show"

t

'
«r t " ¦'
Featurin g drawingsand
computer generated art by

Jared Cole

anJJKucf,, JtCuc/if f l u *
Tue - Sort 1Q-6
207-377-0324
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costs,attorneyfeesand "fron t pay"
in the event that her reinstatement
is not ordered.
Both sides will name their expert witnesses next week. Gerber
said she plans to use a statistician
as one of her expert witnesses.The
statistician will be used to show
patterns of discrimination within
the Colby tenure process, according to Gerber. ?
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College students with vaudID ski midweek for $25 during the
month of March. Call : 207-824-3000
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Artsand Entertai nment
Jette donation to
support art at Colby

sat on the Museum Advisory Council. A gallery in the Art Museum
also bears their name.
The J ettes donated a collection
of American "primitive " paintings
totheCollege. Known as the American Heritage Collection , these include over 100 works by unknown
18th century American painters ,
according to Hugh Gourley, director of the art museum.
Mrs. Jett6 co-founded the Friends
of Art at Colby with Willard W.
Cummings , the founder of the
SkowheganSchoolof Art. Together,
they procured paintings and other
works of art to exhibit at the opening of the Art Museum. The Jettes
also presented Colby with a collection of 100 artworks known as the
American Painters of the Impressionist Period.
Altogether , the J ettes donated
over 200 paintings , approximately
$10 million in artworks and projects
they supported , and forty years to
the College, said Gourley. "They
were among the College's most important benefactors. " ?

C. SWAN

StafTWriter
Colb y recentl y acquired $5.1
million from the estate of the late
Edith Jette , the largest single sum of
money ever donated to the College.
The $5.1 million bequest will be
used in several specified ways.
$250,000 will go to the Edward H.
Turner Art Exhibition Pund for endowed exhibitions, $125,000 will
contrib ute to the Jett£ Art Restoration Fund , and $1.1 million will be
incorporated into the Jett6 Professorshi p of Art, an endowed chair.
The remaining funds will support
the Art Museum and the Art Depar tment.
Both Mrs. J ette and her late husba n d , Ellerton , were involved in
variou s aspects of Colby administration . Mr. Jette sat on the Board of
Trustees from the 1950sto 1970,serving as chairman from. 1965 to 1970.
He later became a trustee emeritus.
Mr. and Mrs. Jettg were both
longtime admirers of art . They each
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BY LAURA PAVLENTKO

and ^anything elsethat willmake
[Bra&tef ] uncomfortable. "
Fontana , who has hosted NocTonight Watetville Mayor turnal Emission™ f or threesemesThomas Brazier will appear as a ter s,returns thissp ringwith a new
gues t
an ] Nocturnal partner / Walker Woods '96. Ezra
Eijussioii^tonight at midnight on WMHB to discuss
such topics as former high
school girlfriends and
present marital status , according toFaul Fontana '96,
oneofthe hosts of the show*
Bra zier agree d to go an
the program , but said he
wouldn otbe willingto dis-*
cuss some Issues on the air,
said f-tntana . - Fontana
spe<wlatesiha fBj__pierisreferrin gto recent attentio n
Brazier received after making; an alleged racist comment Fowler '96, Fontana 's previ ous
regard ing a candidate for police partner , is studying at Carn egie
chief in Waterville.
Melon in Penru this semester. The
"1 have to do some research Fontana/F owler Emission duo is
for this one/ 'said Fontana ,refer- notorious in ;*MHB circles after
ring to the proposal fo build a they were banned from the aiu lasf
domeoverdowntown Waterville spring iov J?CC violations .
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Thursday
Spotlight Event Series:
Cheryl Townsend Gilkes, Colby's
John D. Mac Arthur Associate Professor of Sociology
Lorime r Chapel
11 a.m.
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Wednesday
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Bowdoin College
African Film Series presents:
Guelwaar (Senegal, 1993)
In Wolof and in French with English subtitles.
Kresge Auditorium , Visual Arts
Center
7 p.m.

Thur sday
Bowdoin College
Art Exhibit:
"Orientalism : Visions of the Middle
East and Northern India by Mineteenth-Century French and British
Artists "
(Runs through March 27)
Walker Art Building
10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Sunday

n /***,*.™****™ /™
J« ©WiB «3S
Railroad SquareCinema ,873-6526
Short cuts
Thursday, 7 p.m.
Farewell My Concubine
iday 7 ,rn
^r
P *
^,and' Sun., 1 p.m. and„„7 p.m.
Mon. through Wed., 8:45 p.m.
¦
J ^tty
.
..Tues. through.-Thurs.,
6:45 p.m.
„ _|9 -,
_ .«*
„ _
™y «"•" ¦Cfrie'' 8^
7 M
111 Cto Anythi ng (PG-13)
Ace Ventura , Pet Detective (PGPG
|J)
nv
e ,™ *!„L
'
?
A
^P?
w
My Father the Hero (PG)
The Getaway (R)

Friday
U.Maine Orono
Benefit Performance:
'Tostcards from Maine " featuring
Tim Sample with Bob Bryan , Anne
Dodson and Don Campbell.
To benefit the Maine Chapter of the
National Multiple Sclerosis Society
••
and the J immie Heuga Center.
Hutchins Concert Hall
call 58M735 for tickets.
8 p,m.
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Music at .Colby Concert Series
Portland String Quartet
Lorimer Cha pel
8 p.m.
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Dr. Manning Marble , director of African-American studies at Columbia
=
University
Presents
:
Colby
Hillel
=
"W.E.B. DuBois: His Legacy and
antia
movie
about
School
Ties,
impact"
=
prep
-school
campus
semiHsm
on
a
page
Commons Room
=
== in the l950s
8 p.m.
Arey 5
= 7
P-mWednesday
=
=
== Friday
Asian Cultural Society Concert
Hisako Azumi, mezzo soprano
= Stu-A Movie:
WorksbyY.Kanno ,GustaveMahler
=
— Mississippi Burning
and K. Ma surnoto
ss Lovejoy 100
Page Commons Room
== $2 admission
8 p.m.
r
= 7 &9p.m.
'
Comedian Jon Solomon
=
Saturday
Recent ly seen on David Lett erm an
=
Foss Dining Hall
=
9 p.m.
= Stu-A Movie:
:____: Mississip pi Burning
E£ ' Lovejby lOO
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$2 admission
7&9 p.m.
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Afterclean ^erfonnancesthis
fall,Nocturnal Emission™ is off
probation , and the hosts are free
to broadcast i without being
strictl ymonitoredb yJ essicaHill
"94 , station i manager , and
J omthanHowe '96,assistant
general mana ger.
:Woods. jotnedNocturnai
Emission™ after he called
into the show volunteering
to heForrtana 'snew partner ,
accordin gto Fontana. Tm
hoping for a good working
relationship /said Fontana.
. Woods said he is excited
about joining the show.^Tm
looking forward to meeting
the fine mayor of Waterville
and tr ying not to ask him
any emba rassing questions," said Woods , "But I'm
more interested in hearin g how
Paul intera cts with the mayor. "
"What attracted me to (Nocturnal Emission ™ !was Paul. He
has a good radio prese nce and
onpage 11
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The ColbyEchois a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby Collegeon
Thursday of each week the College is in session.
The Echoencourages letters from its readers , especially those within the immediate
community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a topic pertaining
to current issues at Colby. Letters are due by 8 p.m. Monday for publication the same
week. Letters should be typed and must be signed and include an address or phone
number. If possible, please also submit letters on a 35 inch Macintosh disk in Microsoft
Word format.
The Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.
The Editorials , below, are the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expr essed in
individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author , not the Echo.
The Echo will make every effort possible to prevent inaccuracy, but will not be held
responsible for errors in advertisements or articles.
For information on advertising rates , publication dates, or to contact us about
submitting an article , please call (2G7) 872-3349 <x3349on campus ).

Miller Librar y should
reflect diversit y doct rine
A student, because of his experience trying, to do research on
African-American issues at Colby, has suggested that Miller Library does not have the resources that befit a school aspiring to be
diverse.
Josh Woodfork '96 ,speakingat a meeting of the Campus Community Committee,said he could not find enough information on
specific black American issues to do academic work properly*He
tapped into the Bates,Bowdoin and Universityof Maine libraries
lookingfor whathe needed*When they didn't suffice,he had to
waitthreeweeks IorAmherstCollege to loan him a copy of Spike
Lee's autobiography.
He said that the Colby Bookstore sells Black Enterprise maga_ine,but the librarydoesn't carryit Hehad hoped to find information on the Congressional Black Caucus, an important political
group/ in this publication. Having made these discoveries,
Woodfork went further and found other materials missing, materialshe said werefundamentalfor researchinto a wide variety of
agreedthat thebooks
subje_ts.Thereferencelibrariansthemselves
¦
at
and filins in question ought to beavailable Colby.
It is odd to consider that Colby might be short oh academic
resources dealingwith -minority issues. The College has worked
very hard to attract blacks, Latinos, Asian-Americans,and member* of other minority groups. It has gone to great lengths to bring
speakers and organ ize lecturesand eventsthat reflect the vast array
of peoples in the world. College officials travel to distant continents fo find foreignj tudenf*who will <Jome hereand enrich oiir
lives*
. *, .
.
The College does all these things because it believes that
diversity is what thiscampus is all about Of course,it also knows
thatpicmresof white*and minoriHe*togetherin the Cftlby guidebooks make for excellent public relations,
But something is obviously amiss,and Woodfork's drawing
attention to a deficient libraryis Just the tip Of the iceberg. As
Kebba Tolbert, the Student Association Cultural Chair,pointed
out last week in an Echo artide,toomuch of our talk about making
Colby a diverse place is fust that — talk.
Taking action to solve this problem is a difficult thing/ especially since the campusi$ »till t»e*i*ty all white. How do we fcn ow
whatdiversityreallymeans ifwedon't haveminoritiesheretohelp
us define it?
In some cases white students might not notice if the works of
well-regarded minority writers were not to be found in Colby's
collecti on,but minority students might*The same could be true of
t he libra ry's video selection. Woodfork pointed out that particular
books and videos he wanted weremissing from the library,but he
felt a larger problem exists.
He should be commended for taking a step, albeit a small one,
toward increasing the academic diversity of the campus. The college should heed his words by working harder to bH ng about the
diversityit talks about every day.Students Ought to beable to learn
about other cultures,as well as their own, in the library—Isn't that
what it's for?
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House mates respond to anti -Semitic gr affiti

On February 12, we invited
friends and welcomed all to our
house for a fun Saturday evening.lt
was meant to be a party like any
other. Unfortunately,this night had
a painful twist. Around midnight,
someone noticed that our Colby
banner in the upstairs hallway was
defaced with a swastika. Its existence was announced and after a
brief pause, the party continued .
This incident deserves more at-

tention than a brief pause. This act
of prejudice in ourh.ouse.
will not be
tolerated.
What was the intention? Was it
directed towards all Jews, or specifically at the three Jewish members of our house? Was it a fraternity symbol? A symbol of general
hatred? Or just a random act of graffiti?
Regardless of the intention the
bottom line is we were all violated.

To lose sight of the significance of
this and other deliberate acts of hatred is both irresponsible and naive.
The swastika was taken down out
of sight—but the feelings of hurt,
anger, frustration and sadness remain. We cannot and will not forget.
Allison Guth '94
Elizabeth Labovitz '94
Jessica Matzkin '94
Michelle Tadros '94
Kimberly Valentine '94

Lapides reflects on anti -Semitism at Colby
On Saturday, 1 was attending a
birthday party at an off campus
house.
At around midnight, I noticed
something that deeply disturbed
me. Someone had put a swastika up
on the wall with pieces of masking
tape.
1had never really encountered
anti-Semitismuntil I came to Colby.
I come f rom a large town tha t is
ethnically and culturally diverse.
The kids in my public high school
were toobusy beating each other up
because they were African-American or Hispanic. Jews were not
singled out as other minoritieswere.
My first brush with anti-Semitism came the summer between my
freshman and sophomore y^ar at
Colby. I was visiting a friend,who is
now one of my house mates,and we
were at a party. There were a bunch
of us sitting around , doing what

you do ata party.Oneof the people
there made an off-the-cuff antiSemitic remark.At once,I had never
felt so alone in my life.
You try and forget about these
things and pretend they don't happen. But when someone comes into
a person'shome,a home where three
of the five residents are Jewish,and
makesthe conscious decision to take
separatepiecesof masking tapeand
arrange them in the shape of a swastika, you stop pretending. I've read
the books,and I've seen the movies,
but you do not know what it is like
until it is right there in front of you.
Whether the swastika was put
there out of ignorance, hatred, or
just as a drunken prank, it is an
unforgivableaction.Tomeand other
Jews the swastika is a symbol that
means you want me dead because
ofhowl wasborn.Iam notadevout
Jew, I rarely go to synagogue, and

donot reallybelieveinGod. But this
is not a discussion about God, it's
about hatred and ignorance, two
things I find to be unforgivable and
contemptible.
It is actionsof mindlessand blind
hatred,such as this one, that are the
bane of our society.
1 came to Colby knowing full
well that thejewish population here
is small. This did not bother me
then,and itdoes notbothermenow.
I really do not care what religion or
what color people are. I d o not think
that it is a good way to judge an
individual's character. What does
bother me is that regardless of how
hard we try and forget it,this type of
loathing still exists and I feel it is
essential that the Colby community
is aware of it.
Matt Lapides '94

Opinions
Victories and blunders:

Clinton 's foreign policy report card
GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
By Kurt Niebuhr

In Jan uary, Bill Clinton celebrated the end of his inaugural
year in office. Therefore,I believe a
review of his successes and failures
are in order.
Haiti.-Things startedtogo wrong
when the Clinton administration
began to stake its reputation on the
return of Aristide. Supporting democracy should alwaysa bea policy
goal, but doing so in a manner that
impedes the US's ability to negotiate is asinine.
The administration faced a situation where it had to act or stand by
and lose face. Clinton accomplished
both.
Les Aspin dispatched troops to
intervene. However, when they
were about to intervene—that is,
confront the military junta'ssoldiers,
the White Houseordercd their withdrawal. This embarrassment undoubtedly bolstered the confidence
of the military regime and effectively ruled out the return of
Aristide. Grade: DIsraeli - Palestinian Peace Accords: The only thing Bill Clinton
can take credit here for is making
Rabin shake hands with Arafat. Any
settlement (or eventual lack thereof)

is entirely somebody else's doing.
No Grade
Russia & Eastern Europe: The
lone bright spot . The region is
Clinton's first (and only) foreign
p olicycoup. His new "Partnershi p
for Peace" security plan for NATO
and the former East Bloc is a good
compromise of calming the Eastern
Europeancountries' "Russophobia"
and the Russian fear of encirclement. Hopefully, the former Warsaw Pact states will feel their security needs are met and they will
concentrate on economic development rather than military build-up.
Also, Russia can pursue a limited version of a "Monroesky"doctrineamongitsfbrmer satellitesand
republics,enabling Yeltsin to better
stave off the ultra-nationalists who
call him soft.
Br ibi ng Belaru s, Kazakhstan,
and the Ukraine with economic aid
in order to get them to turn over
their nuclear weapons to Russia is
commendable. Any successful nonproliferation policy deserves applause. Grade: A
Somalia: What a mess. What
began a humanitarian relief program under Bush turned into a nation-building program under
Clinton, culminating in American
deaths. Nation-build ing rcquiresan
imm ense amoun t of t ime, funding,

and American resolve. All three
were missing. Grade: CThe Former Yugoslavia: Another mess.Here wehave "the-boywho-cried-wolf"syndrome.Repeatedly calling f or air strikes and then
not doing anything about them
shows lack of coherent policy. After
last week's market bombing in
Sarajevo, Clinton is now "seriously
considering" action. Now we have
situation a la Haiti.
Clinton talked-the-talkand he's
put himself in a situation wherehe's
pressed to walk-the-walk.Now one
must ask, "Will air strikes be effective?" Probably not. Bill Clinton
faces a tough decision. He can do
nothing and look indifferent or act
and look ineffective. Grade: D+
In the 19th century, war was a
continuation of diplomacy by other
means. In the 20th, calculated useof
force is diplomacy by other means.
The long run effects of Clinton's
miscalculated use and wrongfu l
application of this force could be
severe.
When the administration can't
get a group of racist bullies like the
Serbs to behave, how can they convi nce Kim U Sung t ha t a nucl ear
weapons progra m would be hazardous to his health? The prospect
of another three years like the last
one is scary. ?

Op inions
Don't let words stop you
from saying somet hin g
A ROOM WITH A VIEW
By Rob Underwood

Words are imprecise at best.
Some aren't too bad. "Dog," for example,
functions quite well. Nouns often have the
best luck, but when they try to abstract they
can begin to fail. "Feeling" or "soul" are a
couple.Then therearethereally awful ones—
quick definition of 'love" or "art," anyone?
Recently,Louis Farrakhansaid,"You can't
be a racist by talking—only by acting." Taking an opposing view, political cartoonist
Dennis Renault drew a cartoon with two Ku
Klux Klan members looking at Farrakhan's
speech with one saying,"That nigger makes
a lot of sense." The use of this loaded word
sent shock waves throughout the nation and
the paper issued a formal apology.
In this week' s Boston Sunday Globe, Mike
Royko expresses his concern over this backlash. Royko argues that context and intent are
an important part of the use of a word.
"If I pointed at a black person and said:
Txj ok at that nigger,'I would expect an angry
reaction.Maybe a well deserved punch in the
mouth," writesRoyko. "On the other hand ,if
I was talking to a black person about race
relations and I said: T consider the racist and
hostile use of the word nigger offensive and
un-American/ I wouldn't expect a negative
reaction."

Closer to home, Professor Cedric Bryant
tells his Faulknerclass that at times the useof
the word "nigger" or "negro" maybe necessary in discussing Faulkner's works.
As Royko points out, this same issue of
context app lies directly to the efforts to ban
books like Huckleberry Finn, books that use
language which is viewed as offensive by
many today. What proponents of this censorship forget is that bookslike HuckleberryFinn
accurately reflect a different time and place.
Renault was not trying to personally insult African-Americans in his cartoon, rather
he was trying to illustrate the sad truth that
race-relationshave not improved, and bigots
are still out there dishing out their ignorance
and hate-He wasalso pointingout something
that the backlash against his cartoon made
even more salient—words count.
But a paradox remains. Words count, but
people must be wary not to let the care most
of us take when using words restrict our
speech too much—especially in theclassroom.
I've sat through many a silent discussion
session when only two or threepeople spoke.
Surely the other people had something to
add.
Were they afraid of their own words?
Were they afraid of being misperceived like
Renault was? The use of dangerous racial
put-downs aside, what about ideas in general? Is it possible that the rush to "improve"
language by replacing historically painful

nee ds rethinkin g

Phys. Ed. requirement
BY PETER R. MURPHY
StaffWriter
It happens at the start of every new
semester...you go to your mailbox just before
registration and glance over your very own
personalized copy of the "Colby College
Graduation Requirements Checklist" hot off
the press from the Registrar. Like many students, you notice that sticking wayout of the
margin are the words "Need 4 Seasons."You
guessed it, time to sign up f or some physical
education classes, a simple task that can be
performed at Registration.
Or is it so simple? Signing up for physical
education classeshasbecomeproblematicfor
many students at Colby. There are several
problems with the current system that need
addressing. First, virtually no information
regarding the offerings and their meeting

words with more sterile euphemismsis causing a side effect of creating such fear in people
that they might offend someone that they
don't speak at all? Certainly 1am not advocating that we all stop saying "African-American," "Asian," or "Gay," and start using
"nigger," "chink," and "faggot." But we do
want to be certain thatby using new language
we are not discouraging people to express
themselves.
The point is this—words can be harmful,
but they're one of our most basic means of
communication. Was it Renault who was the
culprit or was it just etymology? Free speech,
dangerous as it maybe,is still a necessity for
a democratic society.
Words are symbols. If we are really seeking to deal with prejudice, then changing
language provides only cosmetic changes.
From Farrakhan's statement, he would seem
to agree with this. Word choice can be important in increasing the comfort level of those
that one is talking to or talking about, but it
will never change the latent attitudes of the
speaker.
Admitting collectively that we are all sexist, racist, classist, and sexually biased is important. It is when thisadmission is madethat
real change is possible. Words can change
everything or accomplish nothing.
So think when you speak. But don't let the
fear of saying the wrong thing keep you from
saying anything at all. ?

timesisreadilymade public to students.There
are few posted signs at the commencement of
any of the four seasons to be found. Though
you can sign up for gym amidst hordes of
people at registration, this is not so easily
done at the start of the second and fourth
seasons.
At the same time, the Physical Education
Department does not shift its class times in
accordance with the shift in the academic
schedule on Thursdays. Thus, a gym class
that meets Tuesday/Thursday at 1:30 will
not meet at 2:00 on Thursday to accommodate those who cannot make the 1:30 time
because their academic class has been postponed an hour (e.g., from 11:30-12:45 to 12:301:45). And, when this was brought to attention of the Dean's Office several months ago,
the P.E. Department did not make any effort
to implement this minor change.

One can imagine that very few students
sign up for gym because of these problems.
Right on. And , if not enough people sign up
for one of the few meager offerings,the physical education department cancels the class.
Several times this year they have canceled
classes "becauseonly one person signed up".
Lazy, ignorant , incompetent: which?
Given these facts about the physical education program at Colby,it seems to be quite
a strained argument on the College's part to
advocate a gym requirement. Not only do
they make classes difficult to.register for,but
then they turn around and cancel the classes
for lack of attendance. If a student signs up
forphysical education and theydon't want to
teach it to her, why should she be required to
take it? These problems should be immediately addressed, or the requirement should
be dissolved. ?

Recognizin g
Black Histor y
Month
BY ABE ROGERS
Contributing Writer

African-American History month is a time
to appreciate and recognize the accomplishmentsofAfrican-Arnericansand the progress
towardsracial equality in the United States.It
is alsoa time to Iookat the situation in America
today and realize the importance of continuing progress. We can appreciate some of the
gains made in United States history by looking at what is going on in South Africa today.
Last week the ANC (African National
Congress), lead by Nelson Mandela, was allowed to registered as a political party in
South Africa. This was in preparation for
South Africa's first all-race elections in April
— in a country that has been legally dominated by the white minority for more than
three centuries. The ANC is expected to win
theelections,and Nelson Mandela,who spent
almost three decades in prison for his opposition to white rule before his release in 1990,
should becomethe country's first black president.
The ANC, which is the first movement
towards racial equality ever registered as a
political party, willbe working to ensure that
the system of apartheid be overthrown. Many
practices of apartheid still exist in South Africa, much likethediscriminationthatexisted
in the United States after segregation was
legally banned during the Civil Rights Movement. The right to vote for blacks is a historical moment for South Africa because now
South Africans, black and white, will hopefully be able to work together in building new
policies and shaping a new country.
Events like these show us the importance
of recognizing African-American History
month and should encourage people to get
involved locally. By participating in some of
the month'sevents,students can become more
awareofourcountry'shistoryand thestruggle
for racial equality by African-Americans as
well as other non-whitegroups. What people
learn from these events can allow them to
appreriaterherights,opportunities,and privileges we all have today in the United States
and help us see where we still need to make
progress.
Colby brings in some excellent speakers
and events during February as well as
throughout the year that deal with these issues. Students, take advantage of these resources, and realize how these issues are important to our country's past, present, and
future. ?

What do you find most attractive about the opposite sex?
Alex Moody '94
"Oh God, you're going to get
me in trouble with my girlfriend.
I'd have to say their eyes. I think
you can tell a lot about a woman
from her eyes."
I _J

Kerith Grandinetti '96
'Their eyes because they say
wha t you d on't want them to say."

JILL.. .

_ _ .,

' i

"

'

Darragh Fit z simons '95
"I can't think of one thing I find

attractiveabout the opposite sex."

"I

Kristen Scheible '94
"Menhavesuch wonderful personalities."

Michelle Mathai '94
"I like their buns of steel."
Echo photos by Yvhgo Yantaguchi
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Colby censors
"W^ learning
opportunities
BY GATE CZERNICKI
StaffWriter

Last week's letter to the editor from two
alumni asking the College to rescind what
they thought was an unconstitutional speech
code pointed to the reason Colby administration so ardently embraces the code. It's another cop-out.
As one of the top-ranked private colleges
in the country Colby should be promoting
education, not hindering it. Yet time and
time again the Colby administration chooses
to close the door on new intellectual frontiers
in favor of censorship. No college will be
worth $24,0004- a year when it continually
restricts students' educational possibilities
and denies their constitutional rights.
Do you remember Mooseprints Quote of
the Day? The Quote of the Day was eliminated from Mooseprints two years ago because a controversial quote was included
and, as usual, the College panicked. While
the aforementioned quote was misogynist in
content, its inclusion was not meant to set
precedent. However, the College couldn't
resist a chance to set precedent of its own.
Their solution — no more Quote of the Day.
While misogyny should certainly not be
see CENSORon page 12
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Colby in London
T h ea te r Pro gram
1994 (Fall & Spring)

Cantonese, Szechmn &AmericanCuisine

I 10% OFF

with Colby Student
ID
Dine-In Only
Not valid with any other
0ff er
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Courses in

and Performance (see the plays you read)
• Acting (beginnin g & advanced )
• Voice & Moveme nt (with profess ional coaches)
• Other Options (based on student interest )

•

Buy 0ne> Get 2nd at
Half-Price
1_ :30am-2:00pm
- and 4:30pm-8:00pm

Text

Plus...
• Field Trips

(To Stratford

Better Taste, Better Value
All food prepared with cholesterol-free oil

Mon-Thurs 11:00-8:45
873-7181
Fri & Sat 11:00-9:45 Large party and weekend
Sundays
11:30-8:45
reservations required
Ijj -j.
Rt.W.
104, Pine Ridge Golf Course,
*r«!
Rd.,
River
Waterville
Sffig^
j c^fe

continued f romp age 7
interacts with the guests very
well/' said Woods.
. EHers announcing weekly
guestson NocturnalEmission™
are scattered around campus
each week, Fontana creates the
signs himself.*TXsall inspiration/' he said. "They come to
meintheshower.dreams,whatever.
However,"a lot of my creativity was sapped last semester/ saidFontana/'Ihad trouble
coming up with the signs fox
this week."
Montana and Fowler had
many successful shows last semester._?or example,guests like
Scott from the Spa had the
phone ringing off the hook for
ail entire hour, according to
Fontana, "I thought he was going to suck,but he had the most
callers of anyoite*
"
fontana said Colby filmproducer Caleb Cooks '93, and poets Mike Daisey '95 and Caleb
Dolan '96 were among the best
guests.Woods said he preferred
Dean of appearance last semester.
This sem est er, Fon t ana
hopes to host the Colby
Handbell Choir, Dean of the
College Earl Smith, Associate
Deans of Students Mark
Serdjenian, Victoria Hershey
and J oyce McPhetres.
"My long term goal is to he
general manager of the station/
saidFontana.^Eitherrunit into
ihe ground or- make it something important/'
*Gaod shows should get
-good times, and bad shows
should be on in the middle of
Ihe night ,"he said.
"I just want to add that my
very favorite radio show ever is
"'PrairieHomeCompanion'with
Garrison Keillor on National
Public Radio/ said Fontana.
Nocturn&l JSwisstow™ airs
on WMBB 90.1 TM tonight at
midnigh t. Q ¦'

JR
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February 24, 1994
5:00 PM
Robins Room (Rober ts Union)
Buffe t Supper Provided

Want to know more?
Come to the
Colby in London
Informational Mee t ing
-——

and more! )
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CENSOR , continued
from page 10
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Teach rs have the pow ?r • To find out how
? up young minds- .
to wake
f D® come
to make a difference.
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for that power.
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Be a teacher. Be a hero.

Be A Teacher
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1-800-45-TEACH
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Bring A Group of Friends jiv
0*stf«** 18 inch Pizzas
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Microbrews Available on Tap:
Old Golly wobbler Brown Ale
Windjammer
Geary 's Tap
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Devastato r
of
the
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Mi chelob 12oz Bottles
Coors & Coors Li ght Suitcases
Schaefers Suitcases
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When sou win as much as men 9 hashetbull Coach Dick
Whitmore doest it almost becomes habit. Notching his
400th career win as & Division HI coach, Vf hitmare enters
an illustrious fraternity of coaches in the na tion that can
make the claim. H is 400th could not have been any
sweeter, as it came against his formerp layer and
assistant coachMay Dow,who now is the Hea d coach at
Wheaton College. Since he got his 300th in 1990r it should
not he long before he gets500, and another Devastator
award. U
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Almi zi) Drake , killed 8/17/91 at
10:58pm on Robb ins Rd., Harvest , AL,
Next time your friend insists on
driving drunk- , do whatever it take s to
stop him. Because if he kills innocent
people, how will you live with yourself?
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JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS.
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DEANS, continued
an administrator. "My.role is more
as a teacher," she said. "1 have a
chance to influence and educatein a
somewhat non-traditional way. I
have the ability to teach through an
administrative role."
"I absolutely love Colby/' she
said. "I love the institution and what
it stands for. [However], there is no
place for me to move up."
The college is in the midst of a
job search for both positions. The
first candidate for Hershe/s position will be on campus tomorrow.
Advertisements for both openings
have appeared in The Boston Globe
and The Chronicle of Higher Education. ?
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advocated, revealing the tools of
hatred and injustice will teach us
more about the prejudices they promote than covering our eyes and
ears to the facts ever will. Most
Women's Studies courses, for example,could not exist if there were
not certain inaccuracies and ignorances to address.
Theadministration does not see
ignorance as something to be tackled. Instead they tackle themselves
in their own ignorance. The College is soquick to sweep controversial incidents tinder the carpet that
it eliminatesopportunities for learning that could usher in a better understanding of certain issues on the
Colby campus.
It is ironic that Colby students
are given the chance to have keg
parties in their own rooms and
lounges, yet they can't read a controversial quote. Which is more
potentially dangerous?
Colby suggests in the Student
Handbookunder "Educational Precepts" that students "learn how
each individual can confront intolerance." How often are we given
the chance to confront intolerance?
The administration is hard at work
skewing our view of the world into
that of a rosy, flower-filled, egalitarian environment wheremen and
women of all colors and creeds go
about holding hands and smiling.
The College sees the elimination of controversy as saving face.
It seems that on Mayflower Hill
reputation takes its place before
education. ?
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IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA9

Call Us! 873-0100 40 Elm Street , Waterville
Hours: llam-lam Sun-Thurs 11am-2am Fri&Sat

Double's Deal
r
$12»

i
i

2 Medium 2 Topping Pizzas
Only $12.99
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TRAINING ROOM, continued f r omp age 16Mainesalso noted that their attitude towards getting back on the
floor was good. "They do a pretty
good job/' said Maines. "They let
you play as soon as possible,aslong
as it is safe. They figure that we
know our bodies better, so we are
involved in the decision."
Heather Goulet '96,a member of
the women's basketball team, recently hadarthroscopicsurgeryperformed on her knee. Although she
will need a second operation to fully
clear up her knee, she too is pleased
with the way the training room has
handled her injury.
"You get to see the trainer and
they analyze your problem every
day. It's better than being left on
your own or having an assistant
deal with you all the time," said
Goulet. "They are really good and
conductyour session one-on-one."
While Goulet waits for the second
operation,she continues to do exercises prescribed to her in the train-

WOMEN'S HOCKEY,
continued f r ompage

ing room.
Adamsdoesnot complain when
he sees a lack of serious injuries in
the training room. He feels that the
amount of injuries goes in cycles,
and this year is just a lucky year for
the training staff.
"I also think that the conditioning of the athletes has a lot to do
with it," said Adams. "The coaches
stresspre-season workoutsandconditioning. Wiser use of the practice
time and just plain luck have come
into play." There have been years
where there havebeen eight or nine
serious injuries which require surgical intervention, according to
Adams.
Despite the lack of injuries, the
Colby training room is well staffed
and capable of dealing with a vast
array of injuries. The training room
does not only deal with athletes,
helping with the rehabilitation of
non-athletesand faculty,providing
service to the entire Colby community,according to Adams. ?

16

attest, losing by two pair at the
hands of the Crimson is hardly as
significant as their 5-0 loss to
hockey giant UNH. After receiving a 17-0 shellacking by the Wildcats last winter,Colby rebounded
to offer stiff competition to the
ECAC's top team on Feb. 2.
"The girls acted as if they had
won," said Head Coach Laura
Halldorson.
"We played our hearts out
against UNH," Co-Captain Kate
Diana *94 recalled.
Even though Goliath was victorious, Colby had played three
periodsof inspired hockey as firstyear
goalie
Marie
Echo photo by Yuhga Yamaguchi Polichronopoulis posted an incredible 45saves in her only game
' 4 performs an
Head Student Train er Gretchen Stone 9
of the season before succumbing
ultrasound treatme nt on Vanessa Newell '97' s knee.
to a knee injury.
Colby's Carl Nelson Trainin g Room is among the best in
"Injuries have definitely made
theNESCAC.
this season more of a challenge/'
THREE , continued f r ompa ge16
said Halldorson, yet even with
This year has been the culmina- the number of blows this club has
deep.
took the heaveif it was there, listed gaudy 52 percent. This year he has
Three pointershavebecorne part as making the first three point shot netted four threes in a game five tion of four years of hard work for taken, they still had a chance to
of the offensive philosophy of the ever in the State of Maine when he times,including twogamesinwhich the Deering (Portland,M aine) High make the playoffs before this past
School grad. He is on track to finish weekend. "At the beginning of
he nailed five.
team. If left open from beyond the was a freshman in high school.
A defensive role player for the in the top ten nationally in three the season, I didn't think we'd be
"He is a great shooter from a lot
arc, any number of Colby players
fighting for a p layoff spot,"
will take the shot. The Mules have of different places because he does last two years, the thick, 6'3" small point shooting percentage.
The three of the bombers — Halldorson said.
taken 168 more trifectas than their what very few playersdo and that is forward has been looking for his
Colby was in contention for
shot this season. Much of his suc- Howard, Gaudet and McCrum —
opponents.
using his legs," said Whitmore.
"When they're there, you take
Gaudet also possesses an un- cess is attributable to a better atti- have lifted their teams to quality the post season thanks to their 44
seasons, with the women at 9-9 and record over January, with wins
them," said Assistant Coach Gerry canny nose for the net, making him tude.
"The big thing with Glenn is he the men posting a 18-3 record. All coming against Bowdoin, UVM
McDowell. 'There are very few one of the finest scorers in the land.
players on the team that don't take He is virtually unstoppable when is really grown in understanding three will have a lasting impact on and RPI. On Feb. 5, the Mules
the three."
our play offensively," said the nature of the two teamsin years received their most recent victory
make his move to the tin.
Even though the whole team
"He is more of a scorer," com- Whitmore. "He has come to be the to come and the use of the three by thrashing the University of
Maine by a score of 10-3.
takes the three, the two gunners for mented McDowell. "He does not best on theteam in recognizing when point shot.
One of the reasons the
"When teams look at us," said
the team are Gaudet andMcCrum. take as many threes as he probably to take a three point shot."
"Coming out of high school, I McDowell, "they look at what we women's team has improved imGaudet, the Maine state player of could."
the year his senior year at MounMcCrum has blossomed this wasn't a three point shooter at all," do offensively, and the threepoint measurablyfrom last season is the
consistent output from their first
tain-ValleyHigh School in Rumford, year into one of the finest marks- said McCrum. "I starting working shot has a lot to do with that." (_)
offensive line. Led by first-year
has started at the point since his first man shooters in the land,nailing 41 on them in practice and I just got
star BarbGordon ,Colby as a team
year. And from the beginning he threes on the year on 79 attempts, a better every year."
has scored 33 more goals than all
of last season, with two games
still remaining on their schedule.
Gordon has tallied an amazing 46
points in 20 games while sophomore Sarah Gelman has put up
some impressive numbers, with
39 points thus far. The first line is
rounded out by first-year Cary
Charlebois,who has racked up 20
points in 20 contests. Even though
99
Main
St.
the
Mules won't be competing in
§
872-5622
n
the post season, Halldorson is
» _ .- IT u r-rT- .\- b U4M^a_»^MM^au>-j4MvJ
more than pleased with what the
team has shown thus far.
"A lot of this years kids are
F0R
die-hard, dedicated hockey players. With a first line of two freshmen and a sophomore, there is a
littlebitof a parallel withthemen's
team."The young squad definitely
offers a bright future, with prom\\ _j2fe^V
Y • SKATE SALE - TAKE AN EXTRA
ising recruits already committed
\ .fir A
S> 10% OFF OUR ALREADY
to Colby for next year, according
-6* LOW HOCKEY AND FgUR E SKATE PRICES VyT
£
to Halldorson.
With the final two games of
the season versus Dartmouth and
St. Lawrenceon tap for this weekS
X .ST1LLA GOOD SELCTION OF X-COUNTRY
X SKI PKGS . STARTING AT $99.95
T Sale prices not to be combined with coupon disco unts. end, the Mules hope to end the
seasonon ahigh not eand prove to
the ECAC that they are for real.
Yet should they not emerge with
two victories this weekend, the
X -ADULT SKI PKG S STARTINGAT $249.95
X
<
women
know that they have ac,
,
Y INCL: SKIS , BINDINGS POLES , MOUNTING S & BOOTS £
complished what is most impor13 WALNUT STREET
tant in organized sports—the ability to come together as a group.
OFF ROUTE 201, SKOWHEGAN
Y 'STILL LARG E SELECTION OF WARM WINTER
"We really arc a team," said
j*
474-6231
Labovftz. "I think that they'll be
Qfl OZ. . CLCiOL f X
X OUTER WEAR
• Monday Thru Thursday and Saturday 9-5 • Friday 9-7 • Closed Sundays great next year."
j ^0%_2_______-__^^
Should they maintain the same
level of team spirit in the upcoming season s as th e women have
shown this year, they will be the
club to watch out for in the years
to come. ?
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Save 25%-75% on a huge
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selection of discontinued JJ*y
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new balance jflH r

Post-season a long shot
for women 's hoops
P.J. MC BMDE
Asst. Sports Editor
The Colby women's basketball
team recently completed a two game
road trip in which they faced a tough
Conn . College team and Wheaton
College, ranked as the no. 1women's
team in New England. The Lady
Mules (9-9) split the series, defeating Conn. College 74-65, and dropping the contest to Wheaton , 86-70.
More importantly, the team
seems to have been all but eliminated from the prospect of post season play. "(The loss) makes it a tough
road for us," said Head Coach Carol
Anne Beach . "The win at Connecticut was big, butnow with nine losses
it doesn't look good."
In addition to suffering a disappointin g loss at Wheaton , the team

lost two of its top players. Leading
scorer and point guard Amber
Howard Wsufferedanankle sprain
and Lynn Kenoyer '97 suffered an
injured quadrice p.
"We're trying to figure that out
now," said Coach Beach, referrin g
to who will replace the two injured
players. "The one good thing abou t
that is that we are a deep team. It 's
going to depend on the team we
play. We may go bigger and Kathy
Christy '95 will cert ainly step in.
We're not quite sure yet what we
are going to do."
Despite the loss at Wheaton ,
Beach said she was pleased with the
team's performance over the weekend . The loss to no. 1 Wheaton
College was an extremel y satisfying effort by the team.
"\ was not disappointed with

thewayweplayedat all, said Coach
Beach. "It 's difficult because of the
injuries, but I firmly believe that the
Wheaton loss was the hardest we
played all year. [Howard ] did an
excellent job playing defense on
Wheaton 's top scorer , and seniors
Kathie Pooler, Betsy Maclean , and
Andrea Bowman also played well
for us."
The women 's team finishes their
regular season with away games at
Gordon and Bates, sandwiched
around contests with CBB rival
Bowdoin. The team is looking to
capture its fourt h straig ht CBB
crown and finish up strong in the
regular season. If the is victorious
in its remaining four games, their
record will stand at 13-9, and they
will wait for a small miracle and an
invitation to the ECAC tournament. ?

Colby Collegel-Playswun gback
into action with the start of the J an
Plan volleyball and basketball tournaments. In the dorm league division, East Quad claimed the volleyball title and Treworgy notched a
tournament victory in the four-on-

four basketball tournament ,
In the open league, seniors J im
Zadrozny '95 and Sean Devine '94
led their team to the tournament
champ ionships.
With the beginnin g of second
semester , I-Play begins both Open

League and Dorm League basketball. Competition began on Feb. 14,
and the Open and Dorm Leagues
will continue to run throug hout the
upcoming weeks. Check with your
dorm 1-Play chair for game information. (PJ .M.)

Men's Basketball (18-3)
Colby 110 Oberlin 62
Colby 107 Wheaton 104 (3CT)
Colby 96 Suffolk 59
Husson 87 Colby 58
Colby 61 Tufts 52
Colby 74 USouthern Maine 65
Colby 91 Salem State 82
Colby 92 Gordon 72
Colby 95 Colby-Sawyer71
Colby 70 Union 66
Colby 77 Hamilton 69
Colby 78 Amherst 68
Colby 134*W.New England 84
Colby 110 Bates 64
Colby 65 Middlebury 63
Colby 92 Norwich 63
Bowdoin 71 Colby 68
Wesleyan88 Colby 63
Colby 80 Clark 70
Colby 73 Conn. College 54
Colby 77 Wheaton 73
•Scoring record

Colby 74 Conn. College 65
Wheaton 86 Colby 70

Hamilton 5 Colby 4

Women 's Basketb all (9-9)

Men 's Hockey (10-7-2)

The off icial I-Pla y up date

Williams 73 Colby 62
Wesleyan 61 Colby 57
Husson 71 Colby 54
Tufts75 Colby 70 (OT)
USouthern Maine 63 Colby 42
Salem State 64 Colby 58
Colby 69 Plymouth State 67
Colby 78 Union 65
Colby 71 Hamilton 50
Middlebury 80 Colby 59
Colby 64 Colby-Sawyer62
Colby 71 Bates 48
Colby 83 UMaine-Farmington
78(OT)
Colby 67 Wesleyan 46
Clark 76 Colby 67
Colby 59 Thomas 33

Women's Hockey (6-12-2)
Princeton 7 Colby 1
Colby 2 Yale 2
Colby 7 Cornell 5
Colby 7 RIT 5
B.C. 7 Colby 1
Harvard 6 Colby 0
Providence s Colby 2
Brown 11 Colby 0
B.C 4 Colby 3
Colby 8 Bowdoin 3
Colby 3 Chelmsford 3
Middlebury 5 Colby 3
Colby 11 UVM 2
Colby 7 Bowdoin 2
Colby 6 R.P.1.3
UNH 5 Colby 0
B.C. 6 Colby 5
Bowdoin 3 Colby 2
Northeastern 10 Colby 1
Harvard 7 Colby 3
Colby 4 Norwich 0
Colby 7 Middlebury 1
Colby 6 U. Southern Maine
Bowdoin 5 Colby 2
Colby 5 UMass-Aherst 3
Pittsburgh 8 Colby 1
UMass-Amherst 7 Colby 4
AIC5Co lby 2
Colby 6 UConn. 6
Colby 3 Salem State 3 '
Colby 5 UMass-Boston 2
Bowdoin 6 Colby 1
Colby 5 New England College3
St. Anselm S Colby 4
Colby 5 Trinity 2
Colby 6 Conn. College 1
Colby 3 Willams l

Men's Squash (3-9)
Navy 8 Colby 1
ColbyS Bard 4
Colby 6 Fordham3
Stony Brook 9 Colby 0
Vassar 9 Colby 0
Colby 9 Ohio Weslyan O
Bowdoin 7 Colby 2
Conn. College 5 Colby 4
MIT 9 Colby 0
Tufts 6 Colby 3
Bates 7 Colby 2
Amherst 9 Colby 2

Women's Squash (7-12)

Middlebury 9 Colby 0
Bowdoin 8 Colby 1
Conn. College 7 Colby 2
Colby 8 Bates 1
Tufts 7 Colby 2
WellesleyS Colby 4
Colby 5 Wellesley4
Williams 9 Colby 0
Colby 9 Colgate0
Mt. Holyoke6Colby3
Colby 9 Williams *B' 0
Franklin & Marshall 7 Colby 2
Colby 6 Hamilton 3
Bowdoin 9 Colby 0
Colby 6 Bates 3
Mt. Holyoke 9 Colby 0
Colby 8 John Hopkins !
Haverford S Colby 4
Smith 9 Colby 0
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dents to part y at the events,and
the nat thelasfminut es-evokethe
privilege ^«catt *e someone forgot to dotan i' r oh the party formIt would be just as well because
securi tywould haveitshan d-ful_
wilh the Gerber-Hallsto m confron tation . The only thing tha i
bothers meis that J ohn Frechette
would be best in the Shawn
Eckhard t role.
Those guys and gals down at
financial aid can act as the United
States Olympic Committee
{USOQ , Who betterto levyfines
on indiv iduals who are just trying their hardest to get by. Hey,if
theyca nchar geyouSSOQOfarsign-,
ing on the wrong line of a fojrn^
they will hav e no trouble f ining
athletes for minor infraction .
Compass ion or und erstan ding
has no place in th e Olympics. A
natural pick.
The mayor of the Olympic Village Will be Norrjpn Webber, the
illus trious owner of You Know
Whose Pub in Waterville Hegave
it is all when runnin g for mayor
o_Watervitfe,biit;MS - harel y lost.
In at tempt to soothe his f eeli ngs,
Colby will give him the figurehead position.But then agdi_v_ 'n_
not sure he's even qualified for
that , III take Mayor McCheese,
instead.
The department that will no
doubt take the most medal s in a
Colby Olympics will be, of
course/ the Office of the Dean of
Students . The individuals in
there are hard working, efficient
and ju st love competing for the
love of the sport. Kassrna n and
McPhetres have the desire to win
at everythin g.And if, by chance ,
someone comes clo$e fo getting
anything that they perceive as an
advan tage / heck , t hey 'll just
chan ge the rules. That 's t heir

Sports Editor
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xlietorch waslit theother day
on the Wint er Olympic Games
held in Lillehammer , Norway.
The finest athletes from all over
the world conver ged on the cold
Norwe giantown In hopes of re«
•turninghoiTiewithdrcuIarmetal
disc in one _f three pretty colors.
While doling off the other day,I
wondered whoWGu ldparticipate
if the faculty and staff had sin
Olympkgames of their own right
here on Mayflower HilL
All of the downhill skiing
events would no .doubt go to a
member of the government department. All they would need to
is do their run backwar ds, enabling them to use all the hot air
that they blow iri class, and ou t/
to push them to victor y. And at
the finish line, they would be a
reporters dream , gladly tellingall
who would listen just how good
they are.
Figure $kating would be the
realm of the music depar tment .
They would have theinside track
on the right type of music to use
for the cOonp ulsOries.I nadd ition,
they would be able to mirror the
controversybetweencompetitors
that mars the U.S. skatin g team.
The Gerber -Hallst rom fiasco
smells up the Collegejus t as the
Hardmg-Kerrigandebacl eleaves
a stench in .the rinks of
Iillehamrrter. But then again ,
Harding Stopped her lawsuit.
The Philosophy department
would own the school in curling.
What elsewould you expect than
a boring departmen t to domina te
in a boring sport .
Safety and Securit y would
have their hands full with the
numerousrowdy fans tfja*would
come to the events. The deans game ~»and they're damn good
would originally allow the stu- at it Q j
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Swimming
Colby 162 Plymouth St. 126
Middlebury 181 Colby 101
Colby 116 Norwich 62
Bowdoin 130 Colby 66
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Thank goodne ss for
the Boozehound s
RYANMAYHUGH
StaffWriter

It was the longest walk of my
life.
Granted,the walkfrom the field
house to Dana is not exactly a hop,
skip and a jump, but at the same
time it's no marathon course. Strap
a thirty pound bag of hockey gearto
yourshoulderand it getsalot longer.
Thenadd thepossibility of an entire
year with no competitive hockey
and that walk seems like it lasts a
lifetime.
Afterplaying
hockey for 32
years before arriving at Colby,I
was looking forward to the possibility of playingjuniorvarsity
for the school. Then,when the compressorat Alfond arena brokedown,
the junior varsity season was canceled and my winter was ruined.
On the way back to my dorm I
thought of other possibilities. There
would be Johnson pond and I-Play,
but I realized that neither would be
the same.Then camemy savior -the
Boozehounds.
Tim Moore '96,the goalie for the
Boozehounds,found out through a
mutual friend that I was interested
in playing hockey. He left a note on
my door explaining who to contact
and that we would play 13 games
including a tournament,and that it
would cost me $100. Money wasn't
growing on trees for me, but I was
willing to do just about anything to
get the chance to play.
I arrivedfor the first gamea little
curious to see how this whole system worked. We played at Sukee
arena in Winslow and competed in
a league with teams from Thomas,
UMF , Unity and Bates. In our first
gam e, UMF took the ice sporting
black socks and jersey's complete
with names on the back.We tried to
be red and maroon but the handful
of greensandyellowskept that from

being successful.
So what if we looked like the
Mighty Ducks (from the movie, not
the NHL team),we still came out
and took a commanding 3-0 lead.
Then,with only ten playersdressed,
we got tired and lost a tough one in
the end, 5-3.
Sincethen the team hasturned it
around and is on a four game winning streak. In our last game, we
found ourselves tied with that very
same UMF squad late in the final
period. As time wound down, we
started to come together, netting
three goals in
the final minutes and pulling out a 4-1
victory.
We now all
wear the same
color at least,as
Elm City Beverages was kind enough to give us
money for jersey's. Yet I still have to
wonder when I see teams like Bates,
Thomas and UMF step onto the ice
in jersey's that bear the name of the
school they play for, while we promote a beverage shop. As of now,
the Boozehounds don't even get a
used puck bag from the administration at Colby. Don't worry, we're
not asking for much.
I realize that I-Play is available,
but playing hockey without checking or slapshots is like playing basketball with a five foot hoop. We are
lucky enough to have an ice rink on
campus here at Colby, and an hour
time slot once a week for us to run
through some plays seems reasonable. Maybe there are some old jerseys from hockeyyearspast that we
could put to good use. Anything
would be greatly appreciated.
As we approach the playoffs in
March, I still take time out to thank
myluckystarsthat the Boozehounds
give metheopportunityto play competitive hockey. Maybe next year,
when I walk back to my dorm after a
Boozehounds practice at Alfond
arena ; the walk from the field house
won't seem so long anymore. ?
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10% Off for Colby Students

I Serv ing:

'

Echo photo h/ ]enA twood
Dan Larkin punishes an unsuspecting Williams defender on his way to the net.

GAME OF THE WEEK :

Mules outhustle top-ranked Williams
JOSH STEVENS
The Purple Monster that is the
Williams College men's hockey
team carried its 13-3-1 ECAC-leading record into Alfond Arena Friday night and came out losers,looking more like Barney.
Fortwoperiods,the White Mules
skated around the Ephs, dominating the ice at both ends of the rink,
registering a 31-18 shots-on-goal
advantage.Junior Brian Pompeogot
the scoring started at the 16:13mark
of the first period when he stole the
puck from the overmatched Williams defen seand wristed it by Marc
Siegel's left pad . The first period
belonged totally to the Mules, as
they allowed only four shots on senior captain Al Moody,while cranking 11 at Seigel.
When senior Keith Gleason was
called for interference at the 3:22
markof thesecond period,theMules
received their next test. With a man
down,theystilldominatedtheEphs,
not allowing a single shot and con-

Fri & Sat: 6am-3arn

Sun - Thurs: 6am-8pm
~~
1

• Breakfast , Lunc h , & Dinner
• Cappucino, Flavored Hot Chocolate, & Espresso
• Ice Cream Sundaes, Desserts, and much more...

|

Allen St., Watervil le

872-5518

e Ave.
Behind Colle .
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As the third period began, the
game began to slow-down a little as
the Mules were succumbed to the
relentless pace of the first two periods,allowing the Ephs assert more
control over the tempo of the game.
In a period marked by four penalties,three to the Mules and one for
the Ephs, the Colby defense still
held strong until the' 15:43 mark,
when Fritz took advantage of a two
manadyantage andblewaperfectlyaimed slapshot from the point -by
Moody.
This would turn out to be the
only offense the Ephs could manage,asMoodyturnedaway thethree
other shots that cameat him. After
a short delay when Williams senior
Mike Coello had the wind knocked
out of him, the Mules continued
their domination of the visitors.
When Williams coach Bill Kangas
pulled Siegel with one minute to
play, first year Jody Eidt made him
pay by finding the open net with :02
left to play, sealing the victory for
Coach Scott Borek and giving the
team its tenth win. Q
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tinuing their 88.2 percent powerplay killing shift.
. At the 7:37 mark, the White
Klules hard play paid off once again
as first-year Darren Blauert took a
pass from Dan Lavergne '97and fed
it to a wide open Nick Lamia '97
who flicked it past Siegel for a 2-0
lead . Siegel, an AU-American,
looked listless as he was hounded
by the dogged Colby fans and the
puck.
Siegel's night was not over, as at
9:12into the period,Williamswinger
Mike Fritz was called for a highstick and the White Mule power
play unit took the ice. While unable
to find the back of the net this game,
the power-play unit kept the
Ephmen on their heels with shot
after shot on Seigel.
Williams got another crack at
Moody in the second period as
sophomore Adam Muller was sent
to the bin at 17:42 on a hooking call.
Moody made two excellent saves,
one of them an adept stackingof the
pad s,to keep his shutout intact heading into the third.

Staff Writer
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What exactly is a
boozehounds
See p ag e15.

Three of a kind
BY JAC COYNE
Sports Editor

Some call it the great equalizer.
Others call it a novelty shot. People
say it is too close. Still others say it
has no placein the game. Whatever
one'sopinionof thethree pointshot,
both the Colby men's and women's
basketball teams are usingit to their
advantage.
The three biggest beneficiaries
of the trifecta have been Amber
Howard "97 of the women's team
and Glenn McCrum '94 and Matt
Gaudet *95 of the men's. All three
are distance shooters that have broken games open for their respective
teams.
Howard , a 5'6" first-year guard
out of Stockton Sprin gs,Maine,came
to Waterville after being heavily recruitedb y Coach Carol Anne Beach.
She started out rather slowly for the
team this year,comingoff the bench
at the off-guard position. As she
becamemoreaccustomed to the play
at thecollege level, shebecamemore
confident -to the point where Beach
could not keep her out of the starting line-up.
"She chan ges the whole game

for us," said Beach. "She chan ges
the way teams can play us. There is
a big difference from last year and
this year. There is even a difference
when she is in the game and when
she isnot."
Stepping up to the challenge ,
Howard became a threat from the
three point arc, exploding in the
team's first game back from break
against Plymouth State. She
knocked down three huge threes on
her way to a 26 point night and an
upset of the Panthers. She continued her long range marksmanship,
and as a result , she opened up the
floor for her teammates.
The women's team is blessed
with two of the finest inside players
in New England in Betsy Maclean
'94 and Andrea Bowman '94. Last
year, and for the first part of this
year 's campaign, opposing teams
would collapse ihto the paint in
hopes of stopping the duo, not having to worry about any perimeter
threat. With Howard in the lineup ,
teams can no longer double team
Maclean or Bowman , who are unstoppable one-on-one.
"When they double down on
Andrea or Betsy, we can kick it out

to Amber and she can make them
pay," said Beach.
The result has been 9 wins in 12
attempts in the new year , with
Amber knocking down 36 trifectas.
'1love shootin g the three point
shot," said Howard. "Generally, I
just want to help out as much as I
can, and if it is three point shootin g,
then that 's fine."
For the men'steam, thethree has
been a stap le supplement to their
game. It is not fair to say that the
team lives and dies by the three, but
in their three loses on the season so
far they have shot under 30 percent.
When they are on, it is blow out
time.
"It is very important not to be
afraid to take a shot," said Head
Coach Dick Whitmore.
The Mules are definitel y not
afraid .Colby setthis yeju-'s Division
III record for most threes made in a
game when they nailed 24 bombs
on 35 attempt! , against Oberlin College in the first game of the season,
which they won 110-62. When they
set the Colby scoring record of 134
points against Western New England College they were 11-21 from
see THREE on pa ge 13

"*
Echo photo by Yuhgo Yamaguchi
Stepping outside for three - McCru m, Howard & Gaudet. y

Takin g care of bu siness
PJ MCBRIDE

Asst. Sports Editor
The athletes of Colby College who are in
need of serious medical treatment this year
are few and far between. Except for Caleb
Ma son '95 and Heather Goulet *96, there have
been no serious injuries among the Colby
athletes. The relative good health of Colby
student-athletes this year can be attributed in
part to the staff of the Colby College t ra ining

room.

Headed by Athle t ic Tra iner Tim Adams,

Echo photo by Lauren Vitrano
DefensemanSeather McVicarf ightsalong the board *with a Harvard player .

Women 's hockey comin g
together , right now
BY GALEN CARR
Contributin g Writer

The women s hockey team playedi t s f inal

two home games of its first season at the
Division I level this past weekend , dropping
both contests to powerful pro grams.
On Saturday, t he Nort heastern women
visited Alfond arena and returned home with
an easy 10-1 victory. For what little consolat ion it might offer , t his was the firs t t ime t he
t wo t eams had ever squared off under t he
new league forma t, and powerhouse Northeastern showed no mercy as they continued
to prepare for the post season.
On Sunday, a focused Harvard team arrived in Waterville with one word on their
minds—playoffs. During the first period ,

Colby managed just one shot on goal. The
score was tied at two midway through the
second period and stood at 4-3, with Harvard
in the lead as the third began.
With the score 5-3, the Mules found themselves with a t wo woman advan t age, yet
failed to capitalize, snubbed by t he Harvard
goalie 18 times in the third period alone. The
Crimson then went on to scorea pair , returning to their red brick-walled court yar ds with
the playoffs within reach.
"We should be very proud of the way we
played today / said Co-Cap tain Elizabeth
Ubovitz '94 , "We had a chance to show t hem
from, last year. "
that wehad improved greatly
lsso
what
specialabout
Onemig ht wond ^r
losing by four goals; yet as the women will
see WOMEN'S HOCKEY on p age 13

the Colby training room is a busy place for
most of the year. At hlet es with soreness, nagging injuries , and rehabili tati on progr ams
f lock to the tra ining room to seek ou t t he
expert care of the staff. Colby employs three
certified trainers and a crew of student assistants. Revamped only two yearsago,the training room is a state-of-the-art facility and the
addi tion of its high quality staff makes it one
of the finest in NESCAC.
"Wha t we try to promo te here is tha t the
entire staff give t he best possible care to the
athletes /' said Adams. "Re gardles sof what
sport they play, [the athletes ] want to return
to competition as soon as possible. We like to
return them back possibly in better shape
t han bef ore , but the overriding factor in the
training room is safety. "
Being a Division III athletic school, Colby
doesn't st ress t he "play at all costs despite all
injuries " theme.
"St uden t s who par t icipa t e in sport s here
a t Colby do so because they want t o," said
Adams. "The y are not receivin gscholarships
t o play, so they really truly want to be out
there playing. Our job is to get them up and
playing again as soon as possible without risk
of a possible re-injury. We usually try all
avenues possible to get the athletes back on
the field."
For example, Adams spoke of the meth-

odsof treatmentforas prained ankle and how
they 've changed drasticall y over a 15 year
period . "We 've gone from contrast (hot and
cold ) baths to cold only baths to cold and heat
later on. Each trainer has to tr y what works
for them."
It seems that whatever methods are employed by Adams' staff , they are doing an
excellent job of carin g for Colby's athletes.
TJ . Maines *95, a guard on the men's bask etball team,has suff ered an array of in jur ies this
season , ran ging from dislocated fingers to
sprained ankles. Maines has been able to
conti nue to play because of the excellent care
of the trainin g room staff.
"I still ge t my ankles taped everyday,"
said Maines. "I heat it before and tape it
af terwards , and I was doing exercises for
t hem."
see TRAINING ROOM on p a g e13
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